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AuthorHouseUK. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 104 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in.
x 0.5in.A mystery suspense thriller, a novel that will give you the insight to belief more than your
imagination. A very gripping and powerful theme it has all the ingredients of modern and
traditional life, destiny and the unknown. Set in the hearts of Kashmir and Pakistan, this story
provides an amazing and cultural backdrop into the mystery and magnificence of this part of the
world; deemed a Paradise on Earth. On a trip to a rural village in Kashmir for his next consignment
as a computer engineer from Lahore, Amir whilst taken aback by the alluring scenery, is astonished
to find before him an even more alluring woman, Gori. Lost and tired; Amir, with the help of this
enchanting lady arrives comfortably at his destination and completes his consignment. On return
to Lahore a happily married Amir is greeted with open arms from his wife and soul mate Anny.
Upon asking about the particulars of his journey, Anny becoming aware of her husbands
acquaintance with Gori and learning of her beauty and excellence becomes jealous beyond
compare. Amir however revoking his story in an effort to calm...
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Reviews
This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II
This pdf will never be straightforward to get going on studying but quite enjoyable to read through. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a
really worth studying. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Ada h Sa wa yn
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